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Abstra t
We onsider embeddings of stru tures whi h preserve spe tra: if g :
M ! S with S omputable, then M should have the same Turing degree
spe trum (as a stru ture) that g(M) has (as a relation on S ). We show
that the omputable dense linear order L is universal for all ountable
linear orders under this notion of embedding, and we establish a similar
result for the omputable random graph G . Su h stru tures are said to be
spe trally universal. We use our results to answer a question of Gon harov,
and also to hara terize the possible spe tra of stru tures as pre isely the
spe tra of unary relations on G . Finally, we onsider the extent to whi h
all spe tra of unary relations on the stru ture L may be realized by su h
embeddings, o ering partial results and building the rst known example
of a stru ture whose spe trum ontains pre isely those degrees with
0
T 000 .

1 Introdu tion
In model theory, a model S of a theory T is said to be universal for T if every
model M of T of ardinality  jSj embeds into S . Common examples are
the ountable dense linear order without end points (for the theory of linear
orders) and the ountable atomless Boolean algebra (for the theory of Boolean
algebras).
From the standpoint of omputability theory, we wish to de ne a more restri tive notion of universality, requiring not just the existen e of embeddings
g from ea h M into S , but also that these embeddings preserve omputabilitytheoreti properties of the stru tures. In parti ular, we are interested in the
spe trum of the stru ture M, and the degree spe trum of its image g(M) as a
subset of S .
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The Turing degree of a ountable stru ture M with domain ! is the Turing
degree of its atomi diagram. If the
language is nite, this is the join of the
degrees of the di erent fun tions f M and relations RM, where f and R range
over all fun tion and relation symbols in the language of M. (We will assume
in this paper that the language is nite, unless otherwise stated.) By de nition,
the spe trum of (the isomorphism type of) M is the set of all Turing degrees of
isomorphi opies of M:
Spe (M) = fdeg(N ) : N = Mg:
Intuitively, this measures the intrinsi diÆ ulty of omputing a opy of M: ea h
degree d in Spe (M) is smart enough to build a stru ture isomorphi to M.
Conversely, for d to lie in Spe (M), M must be ompli ated enough to allow
some way of oding d into a opy of M. As seen in Theorem 1.4 below, the
requirement of being \smart enough" is usually the diÆ ult one when we ask
whether d lies in Spe (M); oding is possible in all but ertain trivial ases.
On the other hand, the degree spe trum of a relation R on a omputable
stru ture A is de ned as:
DgSpA(R) = fdeg(S) : (9B T ;)(B; S) = (A; R)g:
(By onvention, for relations one speaks of the \degree spe trum" rather than
the \spe trum." There seems to be no good reason for this distin tion in terminology, but we will not attempt here to unify the terms.) The symbol R
generally is not in the language of the stru ture A; indeed, if it were, then
DgSpA(R) would ontain only 0.
Again, the intuition we wish to apture by de ning the degree spe trum of
R is the question of how ompli ated we an make the relation R. Of ourse, if
the de nition allowed B to be any isomorphi opy of A, then we would have
mu h more freedom to in rease the omplexity of the image S of R under the
isomorphism from A to B. Restri ting the de nition to omputable stru tures
B is our way of ruling out su h tri ks: for a degree d to lie in DgSpA (R), we
must be able to make the image of R have degree d while keeping the underlying
stru ture omputable.
Our goal in onsidering the notion of universality is to preserve and relate
these two notions of the spe trum:
De nition 1.1 We say that a omputable model S of a theory T is spe trally
universal if for every ountable nontrivial model M of T , there exists an embedding g : M ! S su h that
DgSpS (g(M)) = Spe (M):
(Trivial models are de ned on p. 4 below, where we will see the reasons for
ex luding them.) Thus, the embeddings we seek must preserve the spe trum of
ea h M, mapping it into S in su h a way that its image has pre isely the same
omplexity (as measured by our notions of spe tra) as the original stru ture M.
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In this paper we prove that the omputable dense linear order L (without
end points) is spe trally universal for the theory of linear orders, and that the
omputable random graph G is spe trally universal for the theory of (symmetri
irre exive) graphs. We will build spe i omputable opies L and G of these
stru tures to help simplify our proofs, but by omputable ategori ity (as des ribed below), every omputable opy of L and G will be spe trally universal
for the respe tive theory.
The two models L and G a tually satisfy a stronger version of spe tral universality, in that for ea h of them oneC an give a omputable fun tion f with
the following property: if M = (!; e ) is a model
of the relevant theory with
deg(M) = deg(C ), then the ora le fun tion Cf e serves as the embedding g
des ribed above. (Sin e ea h of the two relevant languages ontains a single
binary relation symbol, the ora le and one index e are all that is required to des ribe M.) This is a uniform version of spe tral universality, in that aside from
an M-ora le and the indi es for the fun tions and relations
of M, we need no
spe ial information about M. Indeed,
for
every
A = (!; Di ) isomorphi to M,
with D T A, we will have (S ; Cf e (M)) = (S ; Df i (A)) and Df i (A) T A.
These two properties together are essentially all that is needed to prove spe tral universality of S . It remains an open question whether there are spe trally
universal stru tures for whi h this uniform version fails.
The following lemma is immediate from De nition 1.1.
( )

( )

( )

( )

Lemma 1.2 If S is spe trally universal for a theory T , then for every model
M of T , there is a unary relation R on S su h that DgSpS (R) = Spe (M).

Thus, a spe trally universal model S of T an use results about the possible
spe tra of models of T to help lassify the possible degree spe tra of relations
on S , or vi e versa. Indeed, the genesis of this paper was a question asked by
Gon harov:
Question 1.3 (Gon harov) Does there exist a relation R on a omputable
linear order

A su h that

DgSpA(R) \ 02 = fd T 00 : d 6= 0g?

In Corollary 2.3, we give a positive answer, using the onstru tion in [17℄ of a
linear order whose spe trum has the desired property.
We note that ordinarily the spe tra of stru tures and the degree spe tra
of relations need not be related in su h ways. Degree spe tra an easily have
upper bounds under Turing redu ibility; for instan e, if R is n-de nable in
A, then learly every degree in DgSpA (R) will be n , and similarly for n de nable relations. In fa t, Downey had already proven the existen e of a
omputable linear order B and a relation R su h that DgSpB (R) ontained all
non- omputable .e. degrees but not 0. He applied Lemma 1.2 from [6℄ to the
linear order A built in [17℄, yielding a omputable linear order B, and proved
that the degree spe trum of the adja en y relation on B ontains pre isely those
.e. degrees whi h lie in Spe (A), that is, all .e. degrees ex ept 0. However, sin e
0

0
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the adja en y relation is  -de nable, its degree spe trum learly annot ontain
any degrees that are not .e. Many results are known about the relationship
between de nability of a relation and upper bounds on its degree spe trum; we
refer the reader to [9℄ for details.
In ontrast, if the spe trum of a stru ture has an upper bound under Turing
redu ibility, then that spe trum an only ontain a single degree. For this result,
we remind the reader of the following theorem of Knight from [16℄.
0
1

Theorem 1.4 (Knight) In any omputable language, let A be a stru ture
whose domain is an initial segment of !. Then exa tly one of the following

two statements holds:




For any two Turing degrees T d, if 2 Spe (A), then also d 2 Spe
(That is, the spe trum of A is upward- losed under T .)

(A).

There exists a nite set fa1; : : :; ang in the domain of A su h that every
permutation f of ! with f (ai ) = ai for i  n is an automorphism of A.

In omputable model thory, stru tures satisfying the se ond of these statements are alled trivial ; they in lude all nite stru tures, of ourse, and also
some in nite stru tures, su h as the omplete graph on ountably many verti es.
The following orollary of Theorem 1.4 is qui kly seen.
Corollary 1.5 In a nite language, let A be a stru ture with domain !. Then
A is trivial if and only if its spe trum is f0g.

The spe trum of a trivial stru ture always ontains exa tly one Turing degree,
but if the language is in nite, that degree an be non omputable. In this paper
we use only nite languages, and so the ex lusion of trivial stru tures in De nition 1.1 removes only one very simple possible spe trum from onsideration.
For nite stru tures, every embedding preserves the spe trum, of ourse, but for
in nite trivial stru tures it an be diÆ ult to preserve the spe trum, even when
it is possible for all nontrivial stru tures. Sin e we regard trivial stru tures as
anomalies anyway, we ex luded them when de ning spe tral universality.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. The ba kwards impli ation is immediate from Theorem 1.4. For the forwards impli ation, let A be trivial, and hoose a set
S = fa ; : : :; ang from its domain to satisfy the de nition of triviality. We
will show that A is omputable.
If R is a unary relation symbol in the language, x any x 2= S. For ea h
y 2= S , let gy be the permutation of ! whi h permutes x and y and xes all
other points. Then we have
RA (y) () RA (gy (x)) () RA (x)
sin e gy must be an automorphism of A. Thus RA is omputable. Similarly,
for a binary R , we x distin t x ; x 2= S, and note that for every distin t pair
1
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y1 ; y2 2= S and every i  n we have
RA
2 (y1 ; y2 )
A
R2 (y1 ; y1)
RA2 (y1 ; ai)
RA
2 (ai ; y2 )

()
()
()
()

RA
2 (x1 ; x2 );
A
R2 (x1; x1);
RA
2 (x1 ; ai );
A
R2 (ai ; x2);

by applying automorphisms whi h permute x with y and x with y . (A
moment's thought is required when x = y or x = y , but the result still
holds.) So RA is omputable, and it is lear how to extend this argument to
any k-ary relation.
If f is a unary fun tion symbol, x 2= S is xed, and y 2= S [ fx; f A(x)g is
arbitrary, let gy be as above. Then
f A (y) = f A (gy (x)) = gy (f A (x)):
If f A(x) = x, then f A is the identity on S ; otherwise it is onstant there.
Either way f A is omputable. The argument for k-ary fun tions is left to the
reader; they are always nite unions
of proje tions and onstant fun tions on
omputable disjoint subsets of !k .
At ertain points we will use the on ept of omputable ategori ity to simplify our arguments. A omputable stru ture A is omputably ategori al if for
every omputable stru ture B isomorphi to A, there exists a omputable isomorphism from B onto A. We have a similar (but stri tly stronger) notion for
stru tures that need not be omputable: A is relatively omputably ategori al if
for every B isomorphi to A, there exists an isomorphism from B onto A whi h
is omputable in the join of deg(A) and deg(B). (In some of the literature, this
notion is de ned only for omputable stru tures A, but it makes sense for any
ountable stru ture.)
The subje ts of the remaining se tions are the ountable dense linear order
L, the random graph G , and (to a lesser extent) the ountable atomless Boolean
algebra B, all of whi h are relatively omputably ategori al, hen e omputably
ategori al. Indeed, the lassi al model-theoreti arguments for !- ategori ity
of their theories are e e tive, and therefore build isomorphisms omputable in
the degrees of the stru tures. These on epts are useful here for the following
reason.
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Lemma 1.6 Let A be omputably ategori al, and R a relation on A. Then
for every degree d in DgSpA(R), there exists a relation S on A itself su h that
(A; R) = (A; S) and S 2 d.

Thus we need not onsider other omputable opies of A when dealing with the
degree spe trum of R.
Proof. Sin e d lies in DgSpA (R), we have a omputable B isomorphi to A, and
a relation T of degree d su h that (A; R) = (B; T ). By omputable ategori ity,
there is a omputable isomorphism f taking B onto A. Let S = f (T ).
5

A good referen e for omputable ategori ity is [1℄. For questions about
notation, we refer the reader to [20℄, the standard sour e.
2 Linear Orders
Let  be a omputable linear order on ! su h that (!; ) = , the ountable
dense linear order without end points, and let  : (!; ) ! (Q; <) be a omputable isomorphism onto the rational numbers. (Formally, this  onsists of
two omputable fun tions g(n) and h(n) giving the numerator and denominator
of (n), with h(n) > 0 and g(n) 2 Z.) We write L = (!; ).
We will use standard notation (a; b) and [a; b℄ for open and losed intervals.
Sometimes we will adjoin a subs ript to remind the reader whi h stru ture the
interval lies in, e.g., (a; b)L for an open -interval in L, or [(a); (b)℄Qfor a
losed <-interval in Q.
Theorem 2.1 This stru ture L is spe trally universal for the theory of linear
orders.

Corollary 2.2 Let A be any ountable linear order. Then there exists a unary

relation R on

L su h that

DgSpL (R) = Spe

(A):

In [17℄, Miller onstru ted a linear order A su h that Spe (A) \  =
 f0g. Using Corollary 2.2, this yields a positive answer to Question 1.3
of Gon harov:
0
2

0
2

Corollary 2.3 There exists a omputable linear order L with a relation R su h
that

DgSpL (R) \ 02 = 02

f0g:

2.1. As part of the proof, we will need to work with a spe i
subset of the digits of our rationals. De ne dn = 3n and

1; if (9k)n = k k
=
n
0; otherwise
for all n. Thus h ni is the sequen e 1101001000100001 : : :. Also, we de ne
Jn = fq 2 Q \ [0; 1℄ : (8 representations h of q) h(dn) = ng
In = \mnJm :
(A binary sequen e h 2 2! represents a real r 2 [0; 1℄ if Pn h n+1 = r.) Sin e
the (3n)-th digit
is xed, ea h Jn omprisesn 2 n = 8n distin t open intervals
n
in Q, exa tly 4 of whi h lie in In. These 4 intervals are the omponents of In.
Proof of Theorem

( +1)
2

(3 )

6

( )
2n

We will arrange that for every n, all but nitely many elements of the image
of the embedding g lie in In. Therefore, if a sequen e of rationals in R
onverges to a real h, then for ea h n, o nitely many rationals in the sequen e
must belong to In (and hen e o nitely many lie in some single omponent of
In , by onvergen e). Hen e h(dn ) = n for all n, so that h annot be rational.
(Sin e m = 1 for some m > n, h annot be the left end point of its omponent
in In; similarly for the right end point.)
Constru tion: The trivial linear orders are pre isely the nite ones, so x
any ountable in nite linear order A, and let B be any opy of A with domain
!. Set = deg(B), so 2 Spe (A). Pi k a set C 2 to serve as an ora le for
B. We will build an embedding g : B ! L as required by De nition 1.1.
Let Bs be the restri tion of B to the elements f0; : : :; s 1g. We begin by
xing the elements p and p0 in ! su h that 0(p) = 0 and (p0 ) = 1 (using the
 from p. 6), and we de ne l(p) = 0 and l(p ) = 1. The embedding g will map
B into the interval (p; p0) in L. We now build R T C , the image of g in L,
starting with R = ;, so that (R;  (R  R)) = B.
At stage s +1, Bs ontains exa tly s elements, mapped by g to orresponding
elements qi 2 Rs, say with p  q      qs  p0. Set q = p and qs = p0 for
onvenien e, and suppose that the element s added to B at stage s + 1 be omes
the (i + 1)-st element of Bs , so that we wish to de ne g(s) to be an element
from (qi; qi )L . (Here we use the ora le C to ompute the order on B.) We
de ne the target set I as follows.
If l(qi) > l(qi ), let l = 1 + l(qi). By indu tion, (qi) will lie in some
parti ular omponent J within Il . Moreover, of the four omponents of Il
within this J , (qi) will lie within one of the two entral ones. Now the rightmost
omponent of Il within J ontains in turn four omponents of Il , and we de ne
the target set I to be the union of the two entral of these four omponents.
Thus I  Il . Below we will enumerate into R an x su h that (x) 2 I . This
will ensure that (x) and (qi) lie in distin t omponents of Il , though in the
same omponent of Il , allowing us to prove Lemma 2.5 by indu tion.
If l(qi) < l(qi ), let l = 1+l(qi ). Analogously to the pre eding paragraph,
we let J be the omponent of Il ontaining (qi ), and onsider the leftmost
omponent of Il within J . The target set I is now de ned as the union of
the entral two omponents of Il within this leftmost omponent of Il in J .
Again I  Il , therefore, and (x) and (qi ) will lie in distin t omponents of
Il within the same omponent of Il .
The following diagram illustrates the situation when l(qi) > l(qi ).
(qi )
Il
R

0

1

0

+1

+1

+1

+1

1

+1

+1

1

+1

+1

1

+1

+1

+1

1

+1



+1

2

Il

s

1

Il

(qi )
s

(x)

Il+1

s
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We sear h for the least x 2 ! su h that (x) 2 I and x > s. Clearly su h an x
must exist, and we de ne g(s) = x, enumerate x 2 Rs (so R is still the image
of g), and set l(x) = 1 + max(l(qi); l(qi )). This ompletes the onstru tion.
Noti e that hoosing x in the target set I guarantees that qi  x  qi .
If l(qi) > l(qi ), for instan e, then qi  x be ause I is ontained within a
omponent of Il to the right of the omponent of Il in whi h (qi) lies. Moreover,
by indu tion, (qi ) and (qi ) annot lie in the same omponent of Il ; instead
(qi ) will lie to the right of (qi )'s omponent, be ause qi  qi . Sin e I is
ontained in the same omponent of Il as (qi), I must be ompletely to the
left of (qi ), so x  qi . A similar argument applies when l(qi ) > l(qi), so
the map g whi h we have built is an order-isomorphism of B onto (R;  (RR)).
The next two lemmas des ribe two useful properties of R.
Lemma 2.4 For every n, all but nitely many r 2 R satisfy (r) 2 In .
Proof. We have l(p) = 0 and l(p0) = 1, with every r 2 R satisfying p  r  p0 .
By indu tion, whenever an x enters R with qi  x  qi (using the notation
of the onstru tion), we have l(x) = 1 + max(l(qi); l(qi )). Hen e the rst
element x to enter R is the only one with l(x) = 2, and if there are only k
elements x with l(x)  n, then there an be at most k + 1 many more y 2 R
with l(y) = n +1, for on e one su h y is pla ed in the interval between two su h
x, every subsequent element z from that interval to enter R will have l(z ) > l(y).
Now it is lear from the onstru tion that if l(x)  n, then (x) 2 In . The
lemma follows.
+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

1

+1

+1

1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

Lemma 2.5 Let hri ii0 and hti ii0 be sequen es of elements of R, stri tly
in reasing and stri tly de reasing (respe tively). Then neither supi (ri ) nor
inf i (ti) is a rational number.
Corollary 2.6 Under the order topology, R is a dis rete subset of L. That is,
no limit point of R (in L) lies in R.

Re all that a limit point of a set S  Ris a point u su h that every open interval
ontaining u interse ts (S fug).
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We give the details for the in reasing sequen e r  r 
   . Sin e all ri  p0 , the ompleteness of the reals yields a number u =
supi (ri) 2 R. Sin e ri  ri , we know that u 6= (ri) for all i. But by Lemma
2.4, for ea h n, o nitely many (ri) must lie in In. Indeed, sin e In onsists
of nitely many open omponents, one of these omponents J must ontain
o nitely many (ri). Therefore u must lie in the losure of J .
Keeping this n xed, we pi k m > n su h that m = 0. Now o nitely many
(ri ) must lie in Im as well, so o nitely many lie in Im \ J . However, the
rightmost omponent of Im within J has its right end point within J , be ause
m = 0. Hen e u annot be the right end point of J , and ertainly u annot
be the left end point of J , be ause all (ri)  u and most (ri) lie in J . So we
have u 2 J  In.
0

+1
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Sin e this holds for every n, every binary expansion of u has n as its dn-th
digit for every n. But sin e dn = 3n and the sequen e of n's is nonrepeating,
u annot be rational.
With these two lemmas we an pro eed to the heart of our proof.
Lemma 2.7 Let B and B~ be two opies of A, of Turing degrees and ~, respe tively. Pi k any sets C 2 and C~ 2 ~, and run the pre eding onstru tion to
~. Then (!; ; R) = (!; ; R~).
produ e embeddings g and g~ with images R and R
Proof. Sin e g is an embedding, the restri tion of  to R gives a linear order
isomorphi to A, and similarly for R~. So there exists a -isomorphism  :
R ! R~ . We will extend this (non- omputably, of ourse!) to the required
isomorphism from (!; ; R) to (!; ; R~). Immediately
we may de ne  to be
the identity on the losed intervals ( 1; p℄ and [p0; +1).
Next, for ea h su essivity of A, the orresponding elements q  r of R
bound an open interval (q; r) under  whi h is entirely ontained in R, and is
itself a dense order without end points. We extend  to map (q; r) isomorphi ally
onto the interval ((q); (r)), for whi h the same properties must
hold.
If q 2 R has no immediate R-su essor, then we let r = p0 and let ri be
the rst element of the interval (q; ri) to appear in R. If u = inf i (ri ) in R,
then learly (q)  u, and by Lemma 2.5 we know that u 2= Q, so (q) < u.
Thus fx 2 ! : (8i)[q  x  ri℄g is a non-empty open interval, and so must
be a dense order without end points. The same arguments apply to (q) 2 R~,
yielding another dense open interval of L with left end point (q) and irrational
right end point, and we extend  to map the open interval (q;  (u)) of R
isomorphi ally onto the orresponding interval in R~.
For those q 2 R with no immediate R-prede essor, we apply the analogous
pro ess to extend  to the open interval fx  q : (8r 2 R)[r  q =) r  x℄g,
mapping it onto the orresponding interval of R~. Again, Lemma 2.5 ensures
that both these open intervals are non-empty, hen e dense without end points.
We apply this same pro ess with q = p. If R has a left end point r, it must be
 p, and we extend  to map the interval (p; r) isomorphi ally onto the interval
(p; (r)). If R has no left end point, then by the same argument as above,
u = inf (R) is irrational, as is u~ = inf (R~ ). So (p) < u and (p) < u~, and we
extend  to map fx  p : (x) < ug isomorphi ally onto fx  p : 0(x) < u~g. A
similar argument extends  to the interval with right end point p .
Now we laim that we have extended  to all of !, and that  is a isomorphism onto !. (Also, our extensions so far learly guarantee that (R) =
R~ .) Pi k any x 2 R. If x has either an immediate R-prede essor or an immediate R-su essor (or both), then (x) has been de ned using that information.
Suppose, therefore, that x has neither. 0We use the same pro ess as above to
build sequen es p = r  r     and p = t  t     su h that ri  x  ti
for all i and for every r 2 R, either r  ri or r  ti for some i. (It is important
that these sequen es be hosen as above: ri is the rst element of the interval (ri; x) to appear in R, and similarly for ti .) We let u = supi (ri) and
0
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1

0

1

0

1

+1

+1
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= infi (ti ). By Lemma 2.5, both u and v must be irrational, and we laim
that in fa t u = v. This will prove that there was no su h x, sin e we would
have to have u  (x)  v.
We x any positive integer l and show that v u < 8 l. Now l(ti ) > l(ti)
for every i, by our hoi e of the sequen e htii, so we x some j with l(tj )  l
su h that some ri enters R at a stage s with tj 2 Rs and tj 2= Rs. At stage
s, therefore, our onstru tion pi ked ri between ri and tj . If l(ri ) < l(tj ),
then ri was hosen so that (ri) and (tj ) lie in the same omponent of Il t .
These omponents ea h have length 8 l t , so (tj ) (ri) < 8 l. On the
other hand, if l(ri ) > l(tj ), then we wait for a stage t > s at whi h tj
enters R. Suppose rk 2 Rt but rk 2= Rt. Then l(rk ) > l(ri ) > l(tj ), so the
onstru tion pi ks tj so that (tj ) lies in the same omponent of Il r as
(rk ). Thus (tj ) (rk ) < 8 l r
< 8 l . As promised, therefore, we must
l
have v u < 8 for every l, and so v = u.
The same holds in the onstru tion of R~, of ourse, so the  we have built is
total and onto, and is indeed an isomorphism from (!; ; R) onto (!; ; R~).
Now we laim that our onstru tion of R ensured R T C . To determine
whether n 2 R, use the C -ora le to run this onstru tion through stage n,
sin e only elements > n were allowed to enter R after stage n. Thus R(n) =
Rn(n), and so R T C . Theorem 2.10 below will allow us to on lude that
2 DgSpL (R). (Corollary 2.6 shows that the in nite set R is not a nite union
of intervals in L, so R satis es (2) of Theorem 2.10.) In fa t, it is not diÆ ult
to modify the foregoing onstru tion to ode the ora le set C 2 into R, so
that we ould a tually build R T C . Alternatively, one an ontinue with the
onstru tion from the proof of Theorem 2.10 to get R T C uniformly in the
C -ora le. This justi es the laims of uniformity made on page 3.
Similarly, for any set C~ in any other degree ~ 2 Spe (A), we have built
R~ T C~ with (!; ; R) 
= (!; ; R~), by Lemma 2.7. Thus Spe (A)  DgSpL(R).
To see that Spe (A)  DgSpL (R), we suppose that S is a unary relation
su h that (!; ; R) = (!; ; S). (By Lemma 1.6, we need not onsider other
omputable opies of L.) Then the stru ture (S;  (S  S)) is a opy of A.
Say S = fx < x <   g, and let f (n) = xn. Then f T S, and the stru ture
(!; L), with L(m; n) just if f (m)  f (n), is a opy of A of degree T S. Sin e
A is nontrivial, Theorem 1.4 shows that Spe (A) is losed upward under T ,
so deg(S) 2 Spe (A). (If A were trivial, then A and S would both be nite,
and so deg(S) = 0 2 Spe (A) in this ase as well.) Thus DgSpL(R)  Spe (A),
proving the theorem.
We now onsider the onverse of Corollary 2.2. Our two main results, Theorem 2.10 and Proposition 2.16, show that spe tra of unary relations on L satisfy
the two prin ipal known riteria for spe tra of linear orders. Theorem 2.10 is
also required to omplete the proof of Theorem 2.1, of ourse.
v
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De nition 2.8 Let R be a unary relation on L, and x a real number. We say
that R de nes a lower ut at x if there exist a  b in L with (a) < x < (b),
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su h that for all n 2 (a; b)L, R(n) holds if and only if (n) < x. Also, R de nes
an upper ut at x if R de nes a lower ut at x.
In the ase where x is rational, it would be advisable to adjust this de nition
to allow  (x) to be in either R or R. However, we are only interested in the
ase of an irrational x.
1

Lemma 2.9 If R is a unary relation on L whi h de nes either a lower or
an upper ut at an irrational number, then DgSpL (R) is upward- losed under
Turing redu ibility.

Proof. Suppose R de nes a lower ut. Pi k degrees d <T with d 2 DgSpL (R),
and x a set C 2 . By Lemma 1.6, (L; R) = (L; S) for some relation S of degree
d. By the isomorphism, we see that S also de nes a lower ut at some irrational
number x. Pi k a; b 2 L as in De nition 2.8 for the lower ut de ned by S.
We know there exists a real y 2 ((a); (b)) whose binary expansion di ers from
C in only nitely many pla es, and this y is irrational sin e C >T ;. Using a
C -ora le (sin e S T C ), we de ne a relation Q on L by:
1. On ( 1; a℄L and on [b; +1)L, Q = S;
2. For all n 2 (a; b)L with (n) < y, n 2 Q; and
3. For all n 2 (a; b)L with y < (n), n 2= Q.
Then (L; S) = (L; Q). Clearly Q T C , and from Q we an ompute the real
y, so C T Q. Therefore 2 DgSpL (R).
If R de nes an upper ut, then R de nes a lower ut, so again DgSpL (R) =
DgSpL(R) is upward- losed.

Theorem 2.10 For any unary relation R on L, the following are equivalent.
1. R is not intrinsi ally omputable.

2. R annot be de ned by a quanti er-free formula with parameters from L.

3. DgSpL (R) is upward- losed under Turing redu ibility.

Re all that R is intrinsi ally omputable if DgSpL (R) ontains only the degree
More generally, for any property P of sets, R is intrinsi ally P if P holds of
all images of R in isomorphi omputable opies of L (see [10℄). For a property
P whi h is invariant under Turing equivalen e, therefore, R is intrinsi ally P i
P holds of all Turing degrees in DgSpL (R).
Proof. The impli ations 1 =) 2 and 3 =) 1 are immediate. In fa t, Moses
proved in [18℄ that 1 () 2. To prove that 2 =) 3, x any degrees d T ,
and suppose (using Lemma 1.6) that S 2 d and (L; R) = (L; S). Let M be
another omputable opy of L, and x a set C 2 to be our ora le. We will
build a C - omputable isomorphism g from L onto M, su h that g(S) T C .
This will prove the upward- losure of DgSpL(R).
0.

11

In fa t, it is ne for M to be L itself, but we give the two opies di erent
names in order to distinguish them. We write L and M for the orders on
the two stru tures. Elements of L will be named a, b, and , while elements of
M will be named x, y, and z .
The fun tion g will be extended to a larger domain Ds  L and range
Ws  M at ea h stage s + 1. This extension will involve two steps. During
the rst, we will extend g to a domain Ds0 and range Ws0 ; then we extend
g from these to Ds and Ws during the se ond step.
Start with g as the empty fun tion, so D = W = ;. At stage s +1, we rst
perform Step 1. Let Ws = fz ; : : :; zng, with ea h zj M zj . Set aj = g (zj )
for ea h j. For onvenien e, we will think of z and a as being 1, i.e., to
the left of all elements of M and L respe tively, and zn and an as being
+1. For ea h j  n + 1, let xj < yj be the two least elements (under <) in the
M -interval (zj ; zj )M . Enumerate all these xj and yj (and all of Ws ) into
Ws0 immediately.
Now use a C -ora le (whi h an ompute S, sin e S T C ) to sear h for the
least pair hb; i of elements in L Ds satisfying:
 b and lie in the same interval (ai ; ai ), for some i  n; and
 for this i, b L () xi M yi ; and
 b 2 S () 2= S ; and
 b 2 S () s 2 C .
Let i be this , and let bi be the least orresponding b; these must exist, as we
prove
below. De ne g(bi) = xi and g( i) = yi, thus enumerating bi and i into
Ds0 . By the onditions given, g is still a partial isomorphism.
For ea h j 6= i, sear h for the least pair hbj ; j i of distin t elements in L
satisfying:
 bj and j both lie in the interval (aj ; aj ); and
 bj L j () xj M yj ; and
 bj 2 S () j 2 S .
Again, de ne g(bj ) = xj and g( j ) = yj , thus enumerating bj and
j into Ds0 .
0
The onditions ensure that g is still a partial isomorphism. Ds now ontains
Ds and all xj and yj (in luding xi and yi ).
To see that su h elements bi and i must exist, onsider the ase when s 2 C .
Then we require bi  i and bi 2 S and i 2 S . If no interval (ai; ai )L with
i  n ontains su h elements, then for ea h of these intervals there is a real
number ti 2 [(ai); (ai )℄Rsu h that for all b 2 (ai; ai )L ,
b 2 S () (b) > ti:
If all these ti were rational, then S (and hen e R) would be de nable by a
quanti er-free formula using parameters a ; : : :; an and  (t ); : : :;  (tn ).
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So some ti must be irrational. But then ti must lie stri tly between ai and ai
in L, so S de nes an upper ut at ti, and by Lemma 2.9, DgSpL(S) is upwardlosed and we are nished. Therefore, we may assume that some interval has
no orresponding ti at all, and within this interval there exist elements bi and
i satisfying the given onditions. A similar analysis applies for the ase where
s 2= C . Moreover, no matter whi h i  n we nally hoose, for ea h j 6= i there
learly exist bj and j satisfying the se ond set of onditions, simply be ause
(aj ; aj )L ontains in nitely many elements. So we nd the elements we need,
whi h ompletes Step 1.
In Step 2, let z M    M zn be the elements of Ws0 . As before, set
ai = g (zi ) for ea h i  n, and de ne a , z , an , and zn as in Step 1. For
ea h j  n, let xj 0be the least element (under <) of the interval (zj ; zj )M,
and let Ws = Ws [ fx ; : : :; xng. For ea h j  n, nd the least element bj
(under <) in (aj ; aj )L, and de ne g(bj ) = xj . Thus all these bj enter Ds .
This ompletes Step 2, and stage s + 1.
We now laim that the map g built by this pro ess is the isomorphism
we required. First, the entire onstru tion is C - omputable, and g is never
rede ned on any domain element, so g T C . Next, g is total (by Step 2, whi h
ensures that the least element not in Ds must enter Ds ) and onto (sin e
Step 1 enumerates into Ws the least element not in Ws). At every step we
ensure that g respe ts L and M, by hoosing domain elements only from the
appropriate intervals in L. So g is a C - omputable isomorphism.
That g(S) T C is immediate, sin e both g and S are C - omputable. To
ompute from g(S) whether s 2 C , we need only onsider the elements z M
   M zn of Ws , along with z and zn as above, and nd the unique interval
(zi ; zi )M su h that of the two <-least elements xi M yi of that interval, one
lies in g(S) and the other does not. The hoi e of bi and i in the onstru tion
guarantees that
s 2 C () bi 2 S () xi 2 g(S );
so our g(S)-ora le determines whether s 2 C . The key to this oding is the
fa t that the sets Ws (or more spe i ally, anoni al indi es for these sets,
as des ribed in [20℄, p. 33) are omputable uniformly in s. The onstru tion
ensured this, by de ning Ws0 in Step 1 using only Ws (i.e., without any C ora le, and without knowing Ds or g), and then by de ning Ws similarly from
Ws0 in Step 2. Thus C T g(S ), and so lies in DgSpL (S ) = DgSpL (R).
The proof of Theorem 2.10 is based on the fa t that in L, given a nite
set of parameters (su h as Ws, in Step 1), there are only nitely many 1-types
over those parameters. In Step 1, for ea h of these types over
Ws (ex ept those
realized by the parameters themselves), we added to Ws0 two new elements
realizing that type. 0Then in Step 2, we added to Ws one new element realizing
ea h 1-type over Ws (again ex epting those types realized by the parameters
themselves). By indu tion, therefore, ea h Ws is nite, allowing this pro ess to
ontinue.
The same pro ess ould be used with n-types, for any n  1. In Step 1 we
would enumerate elements x ; : : :xn; y ; : : :; yn into Ws0 for ea h n-type over
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Ws , so that the two n-tuples ~x and ~y both realize that n-type. (We would not
in lude n-types realized by n-tuples of parameters.) Again, given that R is not
de nable without quanti ers, there is at least one of these types for whi h we
an nd a pre-image in R for ~x and a preimage in R for ~y, and de ne f so as
to ode C into f (R). 0We repeat Step 2 similarly with n-tuples for the nitely
many n-types over Ws . This yields the analogue of Theorem 2.10 for n-ary
relations:
+1

Corollary 2.11 A nitary relation R on L is not intrinsi ally omputable ()
R is not de nable by a quanti er-free formula with parameters () DgSpL (R)

is upward- losed under Turing redu ibility.

Corollary 2.12 Let P be any olle tion of Turing degrees whi h is bounded

above under T . (For instan e, P ould be the 01 degrees, or the 0! degrees,
or the hyperarithmeti al degrees.) Then every nitary relation on L whi h is
intrinsi ally P must be intrinsi ally omputable.

Corollary 2.13 For every nitary relation R on L, there exists a stru ture S
su h that Spe (S ) = DgSpL (R).
Proof. If R is intrinsi ally omputable, let S be any trivial stru ture in a nite

language. Otherwise, the orollary follows from Corollary 2.11 and Sublemma
2.14 below.
Sublemma 2.14 Let R be any nitary relation on any omputable, relatively

omputably ategori al stru ture A (as de ned on p. 5) in any nite language. If
DgSpA (R) is upward- losed, then there exists a stru ture S su h that Spe (S ) =
DgSpA (R).

Proof. Let S = (A; R), a stru ture in the language of A with one additional
predi ate R. Clearly DgSpA(R)  Spe (S ). For the reverse in lusion, take
any stru ture M = S , and let M0 be the redu t of M to the language of
A. By relative omputable ategori ity, there is an M0 - omputable (hen e Momputable) isomorphism f taking M0 onto A. Let S = f (RM ); then S T M
and deg(S) 2 DgSpA(R), so by upward- losure deg(M) 2 DgSpA(R) as well.
We note one more theorem about spe tra of linear orders, and show that the
same result holds for unary relations on L. The theorem is from Ri hter in [19℄:

Theorem 2.15 (Ri hter) If A is a linear order su h that the degree 0 does
not lie in Spe (A), then Spe (A) does not ontain a least degree. Indeed Spe
ontains a minimal pair of degrees.

(A)

This result also applies to other stru tures, su h as trees, whi h satisfy a
ondition given by Ri hter on e e tive extendability of embeddings.

Proposition 2.16 If R is a unary relation on L su h that the degree 0 does
not lie in DgSpL (R), then DgSpL (R) does not ontain a least degree. Indeed
DgSpL (R) ontains a minimal pair of degrees.
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Proof. Our proof simply adapts Ri hter's proof of Theorem 2.15 in [19℄ to spe tra of relations on L, building a unary relation S  ! and an isomorphism
h : (L; S ) ! (L; R) su h that the in mum deg(R) ^ deg(S ) of the degrees of
R and S under Turing redu ibility is the degree 0. (That is, R and S form a
minimal pair.) We de ne one-to-one fun tions hs from nite sets Bs into L,
respe ting  and with hs  hs , su h that [sBs = !(= jLj) and h = [shs is
a bije tion. We write Ss = hs (R)  Bs. At stage 0, let B be the empty set
and h the empty map.
At stage s + 1, we attempt rst to satisfy a minimal-pair requirement for R
and S. Pi k i and j su h that s = hi; ji, and ask whether there exist  2 2<! ,
x 2 !, and an embedding : (dom(); ;  (1)) ! (jLj; ; R) su h that
lh() > max Bs and  Bs = Ss and i (x) 6= Rj(x). If not, we let h0s = hs
and S0 s0 = Ss . If so, we0 pi k the shortest su h  and the orresponding and
let Ss =  (1) and hs = .
Next, to make h 0a bije tion, we pi k the least number z 2= range(h0s ) and
the least y 2= dom(hs 0 ) su h that y lies in the 0 appropriate interval under ,
and let Bs = dom(hs ) [ fyg and hs = hs [ fhy; zig. This ompletes
the onstru tion.
Clearly this onstru tion builds an automorphism h = [shs of L. (To see
that h has domain jLj, noti e that at in nitely many stages we will nd the ,
x, and for whi h we sear h, and dom(hs ) will be extended to a longer initial
segment of ! at ea h su h stage.) We de ne S = h (R) = [sSs, yielding
deg(
S ) 2 DgSpL (R). To see that deg(R) ^ deg(S ) = 0, suppose that g = Si =
R
j is any total fun tion. To ompute g(x), we onsider the situation of the
onstru tion at stage s +1, where s = hi; ji. The set Bs<!and the fun tion hs are
nite, so we may use them and sear h for a string  2 2 with lh() > max Bs
and an embedding : (dom(); ;  (1)) ! (jLj; ; R) su h that  Bs = Ss
and i (x) #. Su h  and must exist, sin e any suÆ iently long initial segment
of S ould serve as , with = h dom(). So eventually we nd su h a . It
may not in fa t be an initial segment of S, butwe knowRfrom our onstru tion
that for every 0su h  and0 and for every x, i (x) = j (x). (If not, we would
have hosen hs and Ss to violate this equality.) Therefore g(x) = i (x),
and g is indeed omputable. Hen e the least degree of DgSpL(R), if it existed,
would have to be 0, but 0 2= DgSpL(R).
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Corollary 2.17 If R is a unary relation on L whi h is not intrinsi ally omputable, then there is an in nite subset D  DgSpL (R) su h that every pair of
distin t degrees in D is a minimal pair.

If DgSpL (R) ontains the degree 0, then Theorem 2.10 gives the result. Otherwise, for any nite k with (L; R) = (L; Ri) for all i  k, an easy
modi ation of the proof of Proposition 2.16 allows us to build S su h that
(L; S) = (L; R) and deg(R ) ^ deg(S) =    = deg(Rk ) ^ deg(S) = 0. Setting
Rk = S , we build fdeg(Rk )gk2! by indu tion as our D.
Theorem 2.10 and Proposition 2.16 suggest the possibility of strengthening
Corollary 2.13 by requiring S to be a linear order, sin e spe tra of unary relations
Proof.

1

+1
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on L must satisfy the main theorems on spe tra of linear orders. Indeed, a
partial result in this dire tion is immediate: given an in nite relation R, restri t
the omputable order  from L to R to get a linear order A. By pulling R ba k
to ! via an R- omputable bije tion, we get an R- omputable opy of A with
domain !. Thus Spe (A) ontains some degree T deg(R), and Theorem 1.4
shows that deg(R) 2 Spe (A), so DgSpL(R)  Spe (A).
However, without the reverse in lusion this result is trivial (just set A = L,
sin e Spe (L) ontains every Turing degree), and the reverse in lusion need
not hold for the A built by this pro ess. For intrinsi ally omputable in nite
relations R, this is immediate; for instan e, let R be a losed interval of L. To
emphasize the diÆ ulties, however, we provide a more interesting example.
Let R be a relation on L su h that (R) is the following union of intervals
in (Q; <):
[" [  1
 #[" [ 
#

1
1
1
:
n
n; n +
;n+
(R) = 1;
2

2
2
n=2;
n2;
Thus, the leftmost interval of (R) is ( 1; ). The next is either (  ; ) if
0 2= ;000, or [0; 000) if 0 2 ;000. The next is either (1  ; ) or [1; ) depending on
whether 1 2 ; , and so on. (  is used simply be ause we need a onvenient
omputable irrational number less than .) Now the restri tion of  to R gives
a opy of the ountable dense linear order. This is the A built from R by
the pro ess des ribed above, and its spe trum ontains every Turing degree.
However, DgSpL(R) annot ontain 0, as seen by the following result.
Proposition 2.18 For the relation R on L des ribed above, DgSpL (R) is the
00
000

000

1
2

1
2

1

1

1

3
2

3
2

1
2

1
2

set of all those degrees whose jump omputes 0 .

A degree is high if 0 = 000. (Some de nitions require T 00 as well.)
So DgSpL(R) might be said to ontain those degrees whi h are high-or-above.
This set is ertainly upward- losed under T , but it is not known whether there
exists a linear order with this spe trum. Indeed, this proposition and Corollary
2.13 onstitute the rst proof of the following:
Corollary 2.19 There exists a stru ture S whose spe trum ontains pre isely
with 0 T 000.

those degrees

This omplements a re ent result in [7℄, whi h proves the existen e, for ea h
ture whose spe trum ontains exa tly the non-lown degrees, i.e.,
those degrees00 with n >T 0 n . Moreover, we an use an arbitrary degree d
in pla e of 0 in the following proof, thereby building stru tures with spe trum
f : 0 T dg.
Proof of Proposition 2.18. We will show that is in DgSpL (R) i ;000  FinS
for some set S 2 . This latter ondition is equivalent to ;00 T S0 . (See
Theorem
III.2.3(v) and Se tion
IV.4 of [20℄ for this result. By de nition FinS =
S
S
fe : We is niteg, where We is the e-th set .e. in the ora le S under a standard
enumeration.)
n 2 !, of a stru

( )

( )

1
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For the forward in lusion, let (L; R) = (L; S), with  being the omputable
order of L as always.000(By Lemma
1.6, we need only onsider L.). We will de ne
a 1-redu tion h of ; to<!FinS .
Fix an ordering of ! in order type !. A string  2 ! n is -in reasing
if (0)  (1)      (2n), and  is S-alternating if for all i  2n:
(i) 2 S () i is even:
(In the above, \even" may not be repla ed by \odd.")
The number h(n) will be the index of an ora le Turing fun tional  whi h
performs the following
algorithm on input x and ora le X . First it sear hes for
the least  2 ! n (a ording to our ordering of !<! ) whi h is -in reasing
and X -alternating.
Then, by indu tion, having found y, it sear hes for the least
y 2 ! n whi h is -in reasing and X -alternating and satis es y (2n) 
y (2n). If it ever nds x in this pro ess, it terminates and outputs 0; otherwise
it diverges. (Thus000 the domain of X will always be an initial segment of !.)
Now if n 2 ; , then the (n + 1)-st interval of S in L in ludes its left end
point l. Hen e there exist -in reasing S-alternating strings  2 ! n with
(2n) = l, and for some x, x will be the least su h string. Then Sh n will
diverge on all inputs > x, sin e no x satisfying our demands will ever be
found. Hen e h(n) 2 FinS .
On the other hand, if n 2= ;000, then the (n +1)-st interval of S has no left end
point. In this ase, for every x we nd, there will be another
sequen e x
found subsequently. (Just onsider h(0); : : :; (2n 1); l0i, for any l0  (2nS)
in the (n + 1)-st interval of S.) Hen e for this n we will have h(n) 2= Fin ;
indeed h(n) 2 TotS . Thus h is a omputable 1-redu000 tion of C;000 to FinS .
For the reverse in lusion, let C be any set with ;  Fin via some fun tion
h. We build a unary relation S on (Q; <)with S T C and (L;  (S )) 
= (L; R).
The right end point of the n-th interval of S will be rn = n . The leftmost
interval of S is ( 1; r ). We show here how to onstru t the next interval of
S , whi h will have a (possibly irrational) left end point l = lims l ;s ; all other
intervals are analogous. At stage 0 we enumerate [0; r ) into S and set l ; = 0.
At stage s +1, we use our C -ora le to he k whether any elements entered WhC
at stage s +1. If not, we do nothing. If so, let l ;s be the rst rational number
l we nd su h that:
(1) < l < l ;s; and
(2) f(0); : : :(s)g \ [l; le;s) = ;; and
(3) The binary expansion of l is the same as that of l ;s up through the rst
repetition of the repeating part of l ;s (where, if l ;s is dyadi , we use the
binary expansion with in nitely many 1's); and
(4) Let hi; ji = jWhC ;sj, so hi; ji is the number of times we have already
moved l ;s. Consider the
i-th element  in some xed enumeration of the
nonempty strings in 2<! . This  must not be the repeating part of any
binary expansion of l.
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1

(The last two items will ensure that if WhC is in nite, then lims l ;s will be
irrational.) Su h an l ;s must exist, and we enumerate all of [l ;s ; l ;s) into
S . This ompletes the onstru tion.
We let ln = inf s ln;s for ea h n > 0, with l = 1. These are the left end
points of the intervals of S. For ea h n, if n 2 ;000, then h(n) 2 FinC , so ln;s is
only rede ned nitely many times, and the (n + 1)-st interval of S is [ln; rn),
with ln = ln;s for some s.
On the other hand, if n 2= ;000, then h(n) 2= FinC , so ln;s was rede ned innitely many times. In this ase ln never entered S (and indeed will be shown
below to be irrational), so the (n +1)-st interval of S is the open interval (ln; rn).
To see that in this ase the real number ln must be irrational, suppose it were
rational. Then some binary string  would repeat forever beyond a ertain
digit in a xed binary expansion of ln. Choose an s su h that ln agrees with
ln;s through the rst appearan e of  in the repeating part of ln . Then every
subsequent ln;t also agrees with that0 mu h of ln, by requirement (3). However,
eventually we rea h another stage t at whi h requirement (4) ensures that 
does not appear in the repeating part of ln;t , and requirement (3) subsequently
ensures that the repeating part of ln;t appears in the same pla e in every subsequent ln;t . Hen e  annot repeat forever in ln, ontradi ting our assumption.
Thus ln is irrational whenever n 2= ;000. This proves that (L;  (S)) = (L; R).
This enumeration of S was C - omputable, and no element x entered S at
any stage after stage  (x), be ause of requirement (2). Hen e S T C . But
S is not a nite union of intervals in L, so by Theorem 2.10, lies in DgSpL (R)
as required.
1
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1

0

0

0
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3 Graphs
An (undire ted) graph onsists of a set of elements, alled verti es or nodes, and
an irre exive symmetri binary relation (the adja en y or edge relation ) on the
verti es. For this lass, the natural ountably universal stru ture to use is the
random graph, whi h by de nition is the Frasse limit of the lass of all nite
graphs. (Frasse limits are dis ussed in moderate detail in the next se tion.)
The random graph is well des ribed in ([12℄, 6.4), and is hara terized there as
follows.

Theorem 3.1 ([12℄, p. 177) Let G be a ountable graph. The following are

equivalent.
(a)

G is (isomorphi

to) the random graph.

(b) For every pair (X; Y ) of disjoint nite sets of verti es of G , there is an
element 2= X [ Y whi h is adja ent to all verti es in X but to no verti es
in Y .

( ) For every pair (X; Y ) of disjoint nite sets of verti es of G , there are
in nitely many elements 2
= X [ Y whi h are adja ent to all verti es in X
but to no verti es in Y .
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Part ( ) does not appear in [12℄, but is learly equivalent to part (b).
It follows from this result that every ountable graph B embeds into the
random graph, simply by mapping the verti es b ; b ; b ; : : : of B one at a time
to appropriate nodes of the random graph. Our spe i omputable opy G of
the random graph is easily onstru ted. The domain of G is !, as usual. We
x a omputable listing (Xi; Yi)i2! of all pairs of nite disjoint subsets Xi and
Yi of !, with the properties that every number in Xi [ Yi is < i. The edge
relation EG simply ontains all pairs (i; x) and (x; i) su h that x 2 Xi. This is
omputable and symmetri and learly satis es ondition (2) of Theorem 3.1,
so G is isomorphi to the random graph. We de ne
Zi = fa 2 G : a 2= Xi [ Yi & (8x 2 Xi )(a; x) 2 E & (8y 2 Yi )(a; y) 2= E g:
Thus ea h Zi is the in nite omputable set of nodes used to ensure that Xi and
Yi satisfy Theorem 3.1. Also, the Boolean ombinations of sets Zi are pre isely
the subsets of G whi h are de nable by quanti er-free formulas with parameters.
1

2

3

Theorem 3.2 The omputable random graph G built above is spe trally univer-

sal.

Sin e trivial graphs have spe trum f0g, we immediately get:

Corollary 3.3 Let B be any ountable graph. Then there exists a unary relation
R on the random graph G onstru ted above, su h that
DgSpG (R) = Spe

(B):

In on ert with results by Hirs hfeldt, Khoussainov, Shore, and Slinko in
[11℄, this yields a far stronger theorem.
Theorem 3.4 (Hirs hfeldt, Khoussainov, Shore, Slinko) For ea h nontrivial ountable stru ture S (in any omputable language, nite or in nite),
there exists a symmetri irre exive graph with the same spe trum as S .

If the language is nite, this holds for trivial stru tures as well. Moreover, in [11℄
the authors prove the same result for dire ted graphs, partial orders, latti es,
rings, integral domains of arbitrary hara teristi , ommutative semigroups, and
two-step nilpotent groups.
Corollary 3.5 Let S be any nontrivial ountable stru ture in any omputable

language, or any ountable stru ture in any nite language. Then there exists
a unary relation R on the random graph G onstru ted above, su h that
DgSpG (R) = Spe

(S ):
Proof of Corollary 3.5. By Theorem 3.4, there exists a ountable graph B su h
that Spe (B) = Spe (S ). Applying Corollary 3.3 gives the result.
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3.2. Let A be any nontrivial ountable graph, and suppose
the degree lies in Spe (A). Fix a set C in and a ountable graph B = A
with domain ! and edge relation F T C .
Constru tion. Let Bs be the substru ture with domain f0; : : :; s 1g  B
under the restri tion of F . We build a (C - omputable) embedding g of B into
G , starting with R = S = ;. (The relation R will be the image of g, and S
will be the omplement of R.)
Having de ned g on Bs, we onsider the vertex s of Bs . Using a C -ora le,
we let g(s) be the least node we nd in G whi h is adja ent to all nodes of
fg(x) : x 2 Bs & F (x; s)g but not adja ent to any nodes of Ss [ fg(x) : x 2
Bs & :F (x; s)g. These two sets are nite and disjoint, so su h a node g(s) must
exist.
Next we extend Ss to Ss , a set of verti es whi h will not be allowed into
R at any future stage. For ea h subset P of Rs [ Ss in turn, we hoose j
su h that P = Xj and (Rs [ Ss ) P = Yj , and sear h for the least aP 2 Zj .
Sin e G is the random graph, we eventually nd su h an aP , and (for ea h P )
we enumerate aP into Ss .
It is lear that this pro ess onstru ts an embedding g of B into G, with
image R = [sRs. Moreover, S = [sSs is pre isely the omplement of R, sin e
any vertex x whi h never enters R must eventually be hosen as aP for some P ,
at or before the stage s + 1 when all verti es < x have entered Rs [ Ss . We
also note that R 6= Zi for every i, sin e on e we rea h a stage s + 1 > i we have
Xi [ Yi  Rs [ Ss, so an element of Zi will be enumerated into Ss . This shows
that R annot be de ned in G by any quanti er-free formula with parameters.
Sin e R and S(= R) are both omputably enumerable in C , we have R T C .
We have not bothered to ode C into R in this onstru tion; one ould do so,
but instead we ite Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.8 below to see that lies in
DgSpG (R). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we note that Proposition 3.6 an be
applied uniformly. That is, with a C -ora le, one ould build R T C uniformly
in an index e su h that F = Ce gives the edge relation on B.
As always, in order to demonstrate that Spe (A)  DgSpG (R), we must
now show that if B and B~ are isomorphi undire ted graphs of degree and ~
respe tively, then the relations R and R~ built by this pro ess satisfy (G; R) =
(G; R~). Sin e the maps g and g~ embed B and B~ into G with images R and R~, we
immediately have an isomorphism  : R ! R~. We extend  to an automorphism
of G by a ba k-and-forth pro ess, one node at a time, as follows.
Assume that  is already de ned on all of R and on nitely many nodes
s ; : : :; sm of S = R. Take the least node x 2 S not yet in the domain of , and
hoose s su h that x entered S at stage s + 1 in the onstru tion of g above.
Now, by the onstru tion, no node adja ent to x ould have entered R at any
stage after s + 1, so x is adja ent to only nitely many verti es r ; : : :; rn in R.
Choose a stage t su h that (r ); : : :; (rn) 2 R~t and (s ); : : :; (sm ) 2 S~t.
Let
P = f(ri ) : i  ng [ f(si ) : i  m & x is adja ent to si g:
The onstru tion of g~ hose a node aP 2= S~t at stage t + 1 and enumerated
Proof of Theorem
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+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

1

1

1

+1
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1

aP 2 S~t+1 ,

and we de ne (x) = aP . This extension of  is still a partial
automorphism of G. (Sin e (x) = aP 2 S~t , we know that no node of R~ R~t
an be adja ent to (x); and for nodes in R~t [ S~t, the hoi e of P gives the
result.) Moreover, the extension maps x 2 S to (x) 2 S~, as required.
Iterating this pro ess by the standard ba k-and-forth approa h yields an
automorphism of G mapping R onto R~, so indeed deg(R~) 2 DgSpG (R), and
Spe (A)  DgSpG (R). Conversely, let (G~; R~) = (G; R) with G~ omputable.
Then the edge relation on G~ is omputable, and its restri tion to R~ yields a
opy of A with domain R~. To get an R~- omputable opy of A with domain !,
we simply pull this opy ba k to ! via an R~- omputable bije tion. Thus Spe (A)
ontains a degree T R~, and hen e must ontain deg(R~) itself, by Theorem 1.4,
sin e A is nontrivial. So DgSpG (R)  Spe (A), and the two spe tra are equal.
+1

+1

+1

In the ase of graphs, we an prove the onverse of Corollary 3.3 as well.
Again, Theorem 3.4 is of use; we simply pass to the language of graphs with
an additional unary relation. Given a unary relation R on G, we immediately
have a stru ture H = (G; R) in this language, whose spe trum will be pre isely
DgSpG (R), by Propositions 3.6 and 3.9 below. We then appeal to Theorem 3.4
to show that there is a graph with the same spe trum. The a tual onverse
is Proposition 3.9; everything before that leads up to its proof. We note that
Proposition 3.9 be omes an open question when stated for linear orders instead
of graphs.
Also, unlike for linear orders, the restri tion to nontrivial stru tures in Definition 1.1 is ne essary for graphs. There do exist in nite trivial graphs, su h
as the omplete graph on ountably many verti es, and using Lemma 3.8, one
sees that it is impossible for any image of su h a graph to have degree spe trum
f0g as a relation on G .

Proposition 3.6 Let R be a relation on our omputable opy G of the random
graph. If R is not intrinsi ally omputable, then DgSpG (R) is upward- losed

under Turing redu ibility.

We give the full proof for a unary relation R. The proof is substantially
analogous to that of Theorem 2.10. Fix any degrees d T , and suppose (using
Lemma 1.6) that S 2 d and (G; R) = (G; S). Also, x a set C 2 to be our
ora le.
Let H be another omputable opy of the random graph. We will build
an isomorphism g from G to H su h that C T g(S). Moreover, g will be
C - omputable, for ing g(S ) T C . This will prove the proposition. (One an
just take H = G, but we will give the two opies di erent names, to distinguish
the domain of g from the range. For larity, a, b, and will represent nodes in
G , while x, y, and z represent nodes in H. E G and E H will denote the edge
relations on the two graphs.)
For any nite partial binary fun tion  : H ! 2, we de ne the omputable
set Z  H (by analogy to Zi , from p. 19):
Z = fx 2 H : (8y 2 dom())[(y) = 1 () (x; y) 2 E H ℄g:
Proof.
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Also, we de ne the omputable subset B of G:
B = fa 2 G : (8y 2 dom())[(y) = 1 () (a; g (y)) 2 E G ℄g:
So, if x 2 Z and we are sear hing for an element to be its preimage g (x),
we need to hoose that element from B (assuming that dom() is already
ontained in the range of g).
The strategy is as follows. At the start of ea h stage, g is a partial isomorphism from G into H, with some nite domain Ds and range Ws. We partition
H into omputable subsets Z , with  ranging over all binary fun tions with
domain Ws, and build Ws  Ws ontaining exa tly two new elements from
ea h Z . For all but one su h , those two elements will lie either both in S,
or both in S . The two elements for the unique remaining  will be used for
our oding of C into g(S), as we extend g to a partial isomorphism with range
Ws .
We start with g as the empty fun tion, with domain D and range W both
empty. For every s, stage s +1 onsists of0 two steps. In Step
1, we will extend g
to a partial isomorphism with domain Ds and range Ws0 , and then in Step
2 we extend g further, to domain Ds , and range Ws .
To begin Step 1, let  ; : : :; k be all binary fun tions (in lexi ographi order)
whose domain is pre isely the range Ws of g. For every j  k, starting with
j = 1, hoose xj < yj to be the two least elements of Z Ws su h that neither
xj nor yj is adja ent to any xm or ym with 1  m < j . All of these elements xj
and yj are immediately enumerated into W0 s0 , sin e they will enter
the range
of g. We also enumerate all of Ws into Ws and all of Ds into Ds0 .
We show below that there exists a pair hb; i of elements of G and an i  k
su h that:
 b and both lie in B ; and
 neither b nor lies in Ds ; and
 E G (b; ) () E H (xi ; yi ); and
 b 2 S () 2= S: (Here we use our C -ora le, sin e S T C .)
We nd the least su h pair hb; i, x the orresponding i, and denote as i and
b as bi . Both of these now enter Ds0 , and we use bi and i to help ode C into
g(S ). If s 2 C and bi 2 S , or if s 2= C and bi 2= S , then de ne g(bi ) = xi and
g( i ) = yi . Otherwise, de ne g(bi ) = yi and g( i ) = xi . Thus we have
s 2 C () xi 2 g(S );
whi h will be the oding of C (s) into g(S). The onditions on bi and i ensure
that this extension of g is still a partial isomorphism.
We then a t for ea h j  k with j 6= i, starting with j = 1. We nd the
least pair of elements bj and j in G su h that
 neither bj nor j lies in Ds ; and
1

1

+1

+1
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0

+1

+1

+1

1

j

+1

+1

i

+1
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+1

 all a already enumerated into Ds0 +1 satisfy E (a; bj ) () E (g(a); xj ) and
also E(a; j ) () E(g(a); yj ); and
 E (bj ; j ) () E (xj ; yj ); and
 bj 2 S () j 2 S:

De ne g(bj ) = xj and g( j ) = yj , thus enumerating bj and j into Ds0 .
The onditions ensure that bj ; j 2 B and that the new g is still a partial
isomorphism.
To see that the desired elements all exist, note rst that at least one B
must have in nite interse tion with both S and S . If there were no su h i, then
S (and hen e R) would be intrinsi ally omputable, ontrary to hypothesis.
(In parti ular, aside from nitely many elements, S would be de nable by a
quanti er-free formula using parameters from Ds.)
Fix su h an i. It remains to show that there exist bi and i in B Ds, one
in S and the other not, su h that
E G (bi ; i) () E H (xi; yi ):
Suppose xi and yi are adja ent in H. Let a and a be the least elements of
S \ (B Ds ) and S \ (B Ds ) respe tively. If a and a are not adja ent in G ,
then let a0 be 0an element of B 0 Ds adja ent0 to both a and a. (By Theorem
3.1, su h an a must exist.) If a 2 S, then a and a are the desired elements;
if a0 2 S, take a0 and a instead. The proof when xi and yi are not adja ent is
ompletely analogous.
The existen e of bj and j for ea h j 6= i is a similar use of Theorem 3.1,
noting that every B , being in nite, must have in nite interse tion with either
S or S . (We also use here the fa t that no xj or yj is adja ent to any xm or ym
with m 6= j, by the hoi e of xj and yj above.) This ompletes Step 1.
In Step 2, let  ; : : :; n be all binary fun tions whose domain is pre isely
Ws0 . For every j  n, hoose the least element zj of Z Ws0 and enumerate
zj into Ws . Now nd the least element a of G Ds0 , and x the i  k su h
that a 2 B . Set ai = a and de ne g(ai ) = zi, thus putting ai into Ds . (This
will ensure that g has domain !.)
Then, for every j 6= i in order, starting with j = 1, nd the least aj 2
G Ds0 whi h lies in B and satis es
E G (aj ; am ) () E H (zj ; zm )
for every m < j and for m = i. (By Theorem 3.1, G ontains su h an aj .) Add
aj to Ds and set g(aj ) = zj . The ondition above guarantees that this g is
still a partial isomorphism. Continue until j = n. This ompletes Step 2 and
stage s + 1.
+1
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Sublemma 3.7 The nite sets Ws are omputable uniformly in s. (Spe i ally,
anoni al indi es for these sets are omputable uniformly in s.)
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We use indu tion on s, starting with the empty set W . Let Ws =
tions
with domain Ws. (So k = 2n.) During Step 1 of stage s + 1, we de ne
0
Ws to ontain Ws and the two smallest elements of ea h Z Ws satisfying
omputable onditions. Similarly, during Step 2, we de ne Ws to ontain all
of Ws0 and the least element of ea h Z Ws0 . Thus the hoi e of ea h
element added to Ws is entirely omputable, with no use of g or any S- or
C -ora le, so we have an algorithm, uniform in s, for omputing the anoni al
index for Ws .
The entire onstru tion is C - omputable, and for all a 2 G, on e a appears
in Ds, g(a) is never rede ned. Thus g is C - omputable. The onstru tion
makes lear that g respe ts the edge relation on the graphs G and H. To see
that dom(g) = !, suppose that a is the least element of G dom(g). Then at
some stage s, all smaller elements will lie in Ds, and at stage s + 1, a will be
hosen as ai in Step 2 and will enter Ds . Also, every x 2 H will eventually
be hosen as either aj or bj or j for some j, sin e in Step 2 we always hoose
the least available element. Thus g is bije tive, hen e an isomorphism from G
to H. Moreover, sin e g and S are both C - omputable, the bije tivity makes
g(S ) T C .
To see that C T g(S), x any s. By Sublemma 3.7, we an ompute Ws
uniformly in s, so we an ompute the list  ; : : :; k of all binary fun tions
whose domain is Ws. Also, Z is omputable uniformly in j. For ea h j  k,
nd the two least elements xj < yj of Z Ws satisfying the ( omputable)
onditions for in lusion in Ws . By our onstru tion, there will be exa tly one
i  k su h that fxi ; yig interse ts both g(S ) and g(S ), and our oding at the
end of Step 1 ensures that
s 2 C () xi 2 g(S ):
Thus C T g(S), proving Proposition 3.6 for unary relations R.
For relations of arbitrary ( nite) arity, the proof is essentially the same. At
ea h stage, we onsider n-types instead of 1-types, with the nite set Ws as
parameters. On e again, there are only nitely many su h types. We ignore
those types realized by an n-tuple of parameters; all others are realized by
in nitely many n-tuples from H. Sin e R is not intrinsi ally omputable, we
an nd one of these types whi h is realized both by an element of R and by
an element of R. This allows us to do the oding, and the rest of the proof
pro eeds exa tly as for unary relations.
For the re ord, we add the following lemma.
Proof.

0

fy1 ; : : :; yng, from whi h we an ompute the list 1; : : :; k of all binary fun +1
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Lemma 3.8 Let R be a relation on the random graph G . The following are
equivalent:

(1) R is intrinsi ally omputable.
(2) There are only nitely many strings 
Z \ R are in nite.
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2 2<! su h that both Z \ R and

(3) R is de nable with parameters in G .

(4) R is de nable by a quanti er-free formula with parameters in G .

The equivalen e of (1) and (4) for Boolean algebras was proven by Downey,
Gon harov, and Hirs hfeldt in [4℄, and the same result for linear orders was
proven by Moses in [18℄.
Proof. (1) implies (2) be ause, if there were in nitely many su h strings, then
the proof of Proposition 3.6 would go through, pre luding intrinsi omputability. Next, assume (2), and pi k an n su h that no  of length  n has in nite
interse tion with both R and R. Then, ex ept for nitely many nodes in G,
membership of x in R is determined by whi h set Z (with  2 2n) ontains x.
Thus R is de nable (by a quanti er-free formula) with parameters for the nodes
0; : : :; n 1 and the nitely many ex eptions, so (2) implies (4). (3) is equivalent
to (4) be ause G has quanti er elimination, and (4) immediately implies (1).
Proposition 3.9 Let R be any nitary relation on any omputable opy G~ of the
random graph. Then there is a stru ture (and indeed a graph) whose spe trum
is pre isely DgSpG~(R).

Proof. If R is intrinsi ally omputable, then any nite graph an serve as the
required stru ture. Otherwise DgSpG (R) is upward- losed, by Proposition 3.6,
and Sublemma 2.14 yields the desired stru ture S . This S is a stru ture in the
language of graphs with an additional relation symbol, but by Theorem 3.4,
there exists a graph with the same spe trum as S . This proves the proposition.
~

Theorem 3.10 Let D be any olle tion of Turing degrees. The following are
equivalent:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

D is the spe trum of some ountable stru ture in some nite language.
D is the spe trum of some ountable graph.
D is the degree spe trum of some unary relation R on the random graph
G.
For every n  1, D is the degree spe trum of some n-ary relation on the
random graph G .
For some n  1, D is the degree spe trum of some n-ary relation on the
random graph G .

(1) implies (2) by Theorem 3.4, (2) implies (3) by Corollary 3.3, (3)
implies (4) by taking the n-ary relation to be R  !n , (4) implies (5) trivially,
and (5) implies (1) by Proposition 3.9.
For in nite languages, almost the same statement is possible; we need only
worry about singleton spe tra, whi h orrespond to trivial stru tures, by Theorem 1.4. Apart from these, the proof is identi al to that of Theorem 3.10.

Proof.

1
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Theorem 3.11 Let D be any olle tion of Turing degrees. The following are
equivalent:
(1)

D

(2)

D is the spe trum of some nontrivial ountable graph.
D is the degree spe trum of some unary relation R on the random graph
G , su h that R is not intrinsi ally omputable. (Re all that Lemma 3.8

(3)

is the spe trum of some nontrivial ountable stru ture in some omputable language.

hara terizes intrinsi

omputability for su h R.)

(4) For every n  1, D is the degree spe trum of some n-ary relation on the
random graph G whi h is not intrinsi ally omputable.

(5) For some n  1, D is the degree spe trum of some n-ary relation on the
random graph G whi h is not intrinsi ally omputable.

4 Further Questions
It is natural to ask whether there are spe trally universal stru tures for theories
besides the theory of linear orders and the theory of graphs. The most obvious
andidate is the theory of Boolean algebras, for whi h the omputable atomless
Boolean algebra B would presumably be the spe trally universal stru ture, if one
exists. This stru ture is the subje t of urrent work by Csima, Harizanov, Miller,
and Montalban in [3℄, who onje ture that it is indeed spe trally universal.
The random graph and the ountable dense linear order are both Frasse
limits for the theories in question. Both of these theories are 8-axiomatizable,
and both exist in relational languages. By de nition, the Frasse limit of the
lass C of all nite models of su h a theory T is a ountable or nite stru ture
S su h that every model in C is isomorphi to a nite substru ture of S , and
su h that every isomorphism between nite substru tures of S extends to an
automorphism of S . (S is sometimes also alled the universal homogeneous
stru ture for C .) S is unique up to isomorphism; its existen e requires that
the lass C satisfy ertain properties. The de nition an be extended to nonrelational languages as well; see [12℄ for details.
Building on Se tions 2 and 3, we ask whether in other theories T , the Frasse
limit of the lass of nite models of T might also be spe trally universal (with the
possibly-ne essary additional assumption that the Frasse limit be omputably
presentable). Su h Frasse limits seem like a natural topi for omputable model
theory in and of themselves, sin e they lend themselves to nite approximation
very easily, yet we are not aware of onsideration of omputability and Frasse
limits anywhere in the literature up until the urrent work [3℄.
Boolean algebras di er from graphs and linear orders in that the latter two
exist in purely relational languages and are 8-axiomatizable. Hen e any subset of
a graph is itself a graph, under the restri tion of the edge relation, and similarly
for linear orders. For Boolean algebras this is false, and making the language
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relational would require the use of 89-axioms. However, Boolean algebras are
uniformly lo ally nite, meaning that every subset of size n generates a Boolean
subalgebra of size omputably bounded in n, spe i ally of size  2 . This
means that B really is the Frasse limit of the lass of nite Boolean algebras,
and makes B the natural next subje t in the study of spe tral universality.
Lemma 1.2 states an obvious orollary of spe tral universality of a stru ture
S for a theory T : that all spe tra of models of T an be realized as spe tra of
unary relations on S . We remind the reader that for distin t theories T , the
set of spe tra of models of T may well be di erent. For example, the upper
one above any non omputable degree is the spe trum of some graph, but not
of any linear order, nor of any Boolean algebra, by results of Ri hter in [19℄.
Moreover, Downey and Jo kus h showed in [5℄ that every low Boolean algebra
is isomorphi to a omputable one, whereas a low linear order need not have a
omputable opy, by results of Jo kus h and Soare ([13℄) and Miller ([17℄). Thus
the sets of possible spe tra are distin t for these two theories as well. Other
more trivial di eren es for distin t theories are easily found: for instan e, the
theory of in nite linear orders ex ludes the spe trum f0g, by Theorem 1.4.
For the random graph, Se tion 3 answers the onverse as well: all unary
relations on the random graph have spe tra whi h are realized as the spe trum
of some ountable graph. For the omputable dense linear order L, however,
this question remains open: must the degree spe trum of a unary relation on L
be realizable as the spe trum of a linear order? Corollary 2.13 shows that some
ountable stru ture S (indeed in a nite language) realizes the spe trum of any
given unary relation on L, and Theorem 2.10 and Proposition 2.16 rule out the
obvious approa hes for trying to build a relation whose degree spe trum is not
the spe trum of any linear order.
We do note, using our results from Se tion 2, that the onverse of Lemma
1.2 fails for B. The proof uses the following lemma.
2n

Lemma 4.1 For every ountable linear order A, there exists a unary relation
R on the Boolean algebra B su h that DgSpB (R) = Spe (A).

Proof. Theorem 2.1 yields a subset M  Q whose spe trum (as a relation on
(Q; <)) is pre isely Spe (A). We view B as the Boolean algebra of nite unions
of left- losed, right-open intervals of rational numbers. De ne
R = fx 2 B : x is of the form ( 1; a) with a 2 M g:
Clearly R T M . Moreover, if (Q; <; N ) = (Q; <; M ), then the analogous set
S will satisfy (B; S ) 
= (B; R) and S T N . Thus Spe (A)  DgSpB (R).
On the other hand, for any set S with (B; S) = (B; R), we have (S; ) =
(R; ) = A, where  is the standard proper ontainment relation on B, hen e
omputable:
x  y () x 6= (x _ y) = y:
Then Spe (A) must ontain deg(S), exa tly as argued in the proof of Theorem
2.1, so DgSpB (R)  Spe (A). (Here we have again used Lemma 1.6.)
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Corollary 4.2 There exists a unary relation R on the Boolean algebra B su h
that DgSpB (R) is not the spe trum of any Boolean algebra.

Proof. Pi k a linear order A whose spe trum ontains a low degree but does
not ontain 0. (By a result of Jo kus h and Soare in [13℄, su h orderings exist.)
Apply Lemma 4.1 to A to yield a relation R on B. Then DgSpB(R) ontains
a low degree but not 0. However, in [5℄ Downey and Jo kus h showed that no
Boolean algebra an have su h a spe trum. This proves the orollary.
The relation built in Corollary 4.2 is not a Boolean subalgebra of B, and
Antonio Montalban has asked whether there exists a Boolean subalgebra of B
whose spe trum (as a relation on B) is not that of any Boolean algebra.
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